Basic Offshore Safety Induction &
Emergency Training
BOSIETBOSIETCORE SAFETY

CS

ERGT’s OPITO Basic Offshore Safety Induction and Emergency Training (
) course content covers
offshore-specific safety induction, helicopter safety and escape, sea survival and fire fighting and self-rescue.
This course is essential for personnel who are new to the offshore oil and gas industry that require this safety
and emergency response training and assessment to work in an offshore cold water environment.
OUTCOMES:
Record of Achievement in:
OPITO BOSIET

LOCATIONS: Perth, Darwin & Melbourne
DURATION: 2 days
CONTACT: 1300 ERGT AU | info@ergt.com.au
For prices and scheduled dates please see ergt.com.au

AUTHORITY / REGULATOR
OPITO endorsed training is regulated by the Offshore Petroleum Industry Training Organisation (OPITO), which is the
global, not-for-profit, skills body for the energy industry.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

COURSE REQUIREMENT

The expected learning outcomes for the OPITO Record of
Achievement in OPITO BOSIET are the ability to:
- Identify the generic hazards which are specific to
offshore oil and gas installations, potential risks
associated with those hazards, and how controls are put
in place to eliminate or reduce risks
- Identify key offshore related safety regulations and
explain the basic safety management concepts
- Demonstrate, in a simulated environment, that they can
use the safety equipment, and follow procedures in
preparing for, and during helicopter emergencies – with
particular focus on escaping from a helicopter following
ditching
- Demonstrate sea survival and first aid techniques
- Demonstrate that they can effectively use basic
firefighting equipment, and practise self-rescue
techniques in low visibility situations, to include smoke
filled areas.

A current Medical Clearance completed by a medical
practitioner. Please see the Medical Form document on
ergt.com.au for a list of accepted Medical Clearances.

STRUCTURE & ASSESSMENT
This course is delivered through classroom presentations,
activities and participant discussion as well as practical
components within a simulated workplace environment.
Trainees will demonstrate their competence through oral
&/or written assessment & practical exercises.

CERTIFICATION
Upon successful completion trainees will be issued with:
- A Record of Achievement in OPITO BOSIET
- A BOSIET identity card

REVALIDATION
The OPITO BOSIET is valid for 4 years from the date of
training. To revalidate this certificate trainees should
complete the OPITO Further Offshore Emergency Training
course.

WHY TRAIN AT ERGT?
ERGT Australia (RTO 2534) is the market leader in delivering safe, compliant & cost effective safety & emergency
response training. Our immersive, high fidelity, workplace aligned training methods deliver immediate & lasting workforce
competence & capability. All course prices include: all PPE & training resources, catering, certification, onsite parking,
corporate accommodation rates which includes courtesy bus on request (bus avail. WA & VIC).
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